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DECISION AFFIRMING 10-DAY SUSPENSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:

NED ST. GERMAIN, Appellant,

vs.
DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, Sgt. Ned St. Germain, appeals his 10-day suspension assessed by his employer,
the Denver Sheriff's Department, for alleged violations of specified Career Service Rules, and Agency
regulations. A hearing concerning these appeals was conducted by Bruce A Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on
September 24 and 25, 2014. The Agency was represented by Rick Stubbs, Assistant City Attorney,
while the Appellant was represented by Doug Jewell, Esq. Agency exhibits 1, 2, 4-17, and 19 were
admitted. Appellant' exhibits A-C, F, I, K-Q, U-CC, and EE-HH were admitted. The Agency called the
following witnesses to testify during its case-in-chief: the Appellant; retired Major Mark Horner; Chief
Gary Wilson; and Deputy Executive Director Jess Vigil. The Appellant also testified during his case-inchief, and called the following additional witnesses: Deputy Frank Romero; Sgt. James Szumowski; and
Capt. Frank Gale

II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:

A whether the Appellant breached Career Service Rule 16-60L by violating any of the Agency's rules or
policies cited below; and
B. if the Appellant violated CSR 16-60l., whether the Agency's decision to suspend him conformed to
the purposes of discipline under CSR 16-20.
The ultimate fact to determine at hearing was whether the Appellant used excessive force by
ordering subordinates to use a Taser on an inmate who had been exhibiting violent behavior, but was not
physically combative at the moment he was Tased.

Ill. FINDINGS
The Appellant, Sgt., Ned St. Germain, is a sergeant in the Denver Sheriff's Department where he
has been employed for 31 years. He was promoted to Sergeant in 1996. His primary duties are the
care, custody and control of inmates. He receives yearly certification in the use of the Taser which
consists of shooting two cartridges at a target. [St. Germain testimony].
The facts underlying the discipline are not disputed. The only issue is the legitimacy of St.
Germain's decision to order the Tasing of an inmate.

On September 26, 2013, inmate M., was suicidal. He was placed in a cell in the medical ward of
the Denver Downtown Correctional facility where he struck his head against the wall 96 times over 30
minutes. Two deputies talked to him through the locked door in an attempt to convince him to cease, but
he continued. Deputy Frank Romero, an officer with critical Incident training and extensive experience in
talking down violent inmates, was summoned. He asked M., through the door, to stop hitting his head,
but M replied "I don't give a fuck, no, fuck you." M had a gash, welts on his forehead, and was bleeding.
It was evident he required medical attention.
St. Germain was notified of M's behavior. He assembled six officers for the purpose of entering the
cell and placing M. in a restraint chair in order to stop M. from inj uring himself. St. Germain's decision to
force M into a restraint chair was an approved option under Agency rules and is not at issue here. St.
Germain instructed two deputies to equip themselves with Tasers and to fire them if he used the word
1
"taser" after entry into the cell.
Through the opening in the cell door, St. Germain ordered M. to back up to the door and extend his
hands through the opening in order to be handcuffed. M. refused angrily and did not comply.
St. Germain ordered his team to enter M's cell. M. was seated on the bench. St. Germain ordered
M. twice to turn around, kneel, and place his hands behind his back. M. refused, stating ''fuck you, I ain't
doing shit." [Exhibit 4). St. Germain told M. he would be Tased if he did not comply. Separately,
Romero implored M. to comply or he would be Tased. [Romero testimony). M. remained defiant. St.
Germain then ordered M. to be Tased. The deputies assisted M. to his feet and into the restraint chair.
They wheeled him. secured in the restraint chair, to the medical unit where he was treated for his
injuries. Romero went to check on M. later. M. apologized for his actions. He told Romero "you told me
what would happen [if I didn't cooperate]" and that he was stupid for not cooperating. From the time St.
Germain's team entered the cell, until he was Tased, M. was seated on the cell bench and was not
physically resisting. All officers involved filed use-of-force incident reports in accordance with Agency
regulations. [Exhibit 4]. St. Germain had used or ordered the use of a Taser only one other time in his
career.
The Agency's Conduct Review Office (CRO) undertook an investigation into the incident. On
February 18, 2014, Major Mike Horner, Commander of the CRO, issued a letter exonerating St. Germain
from any wrongdoing with respect to the incident, [Exhibit A], pursuant to the CRO Manual. [Exhibit C; C8).
Horner rescinded his letter of exoneration on March 18, 2014 and re-opened the investigation.
[Exhibit B). One week later, the Agency issued a letter in contemplation of discipline, [Exhibit 2), then
held a pre-disciplinary meeting on April 3 in accordance with Career Service Rule 16-40. St. Germain
attended without representation. The Agency issued its notice of suspension on April 10, 2014. St.
Germain filed a timely appeal of the suspension on April 23, 2014.
Acting Division Chief Frank Gale found St. Germain did not use excessive force. He recommended
to Wilson that no discipline be assessed, but acknowledged his determination was made "under the old
rules."
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IV. ANALYSIS
A. Jurisdiction and Review
Jurisdiction is proper under CSR 19-1 0A.1. b .• as a direct appeal of a suspension. I am required to
conduct a de novo review, meaning to consider all the evidence as though no previous action had been
taken. Turner v. Rossmiller, 532 P.2d 751 (Colo. App. 1975).
8. Burden and Standard of Proof
The Agency retains the burden of persuasion, throughout the case, to prove the Appellant violated
the CSR 16-60 L., and to prove its decision to suspend St. Germain for 10 days complied with CSR 1620. The must prove each violation by a preponderance of the evidence.
C. Alleged Rule Violations
The Agency alleged only one Career Service Rule Violation, CSR 16-60 L. That rule requires the
agency to specify which of its rules, regulations or policies were implicated as the basis for disciplinary
decision. The Agency claimed St. Germain was in violation of the following Agency orders, rules and
policies.
1. 0.0. 300.19.1 - Disobedience of Rule.

Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not violate any lawful departmental rule (including CSA
rules), duty, procedure, policy, directive, instruction, order (including Mayor's Executive
Orders), or Operations Manual section.
Under this general rule, the Agency specified two Department Orders and one R.R.: D.O . 5011.1 L
- Use of Force: D.O. 5014.11 - Use of lasers; and R.R. 300.22 - Inappropriate Force.

a. 0 .0. 5011 .1L - Use of Force.
Reasonable and appropriate. Under this department order, deputies are required to restrict their
use of force to that which is "reasonable and appropriate in relation to the threat faced," and that reflects
the totality of the circumstances. Officers are not required "to attempt to exhaust each [force) option
before moving to the next, as long as the force option is objectively reasonable and appropriate under
the circumstances. However, the Agency requires that, unlike under state law, an officer must use only
the minimum force necessary to accomplish a legitimate function. [D.O. 5011.1 L 5.a; Exhibit 1-6).
The Agency sent a mixed message concerning what force was appropriate in this case. In its
notice of discipline, the Agency stated "it appears that there were other options available to make inmate
[M.] comply that didn't involve the use of force. That statement strongly infers a no-force option was
appropriate. In the next sentence, the Agency allowed "they could have gone hands on to restrain him."
[Exhibit 1-11]. Then, in the same sentence, the Agency suggested a proper option would have been to
leave M. alone. even though it was apparent he required medical attention. Leaving M. alone under the
circumstances was not an appropriate option as it was apparent he had significant injuries that required
medical attention. Moreover, the Agency acknowledged the failure to intervene would have subjected
the Agency and the City to liability. [Wilson testimony).
In contrast to the notice of discipline, Deputy Executive Director of Safety Vigil acknowledged at
hearing that the use of force was proper, but claimed less severe alternatives to subdue M. should have
been employed, such as a riot shield. pepper spray or "hands on" restraint. St. Germain replied those
alternatives carry a high likelihood of injury to the inmate and officers, and the T aser was the best
alternative to secure compliance while avoiding injury.

Vigil testified St. Germain was in violation of this subsection because he ordered M. to be Tased.
Vigil explained this Agency policy is more restrictive than the state statute in that it requires the officer to
use the minimum force necessary to accomplish a legitimate function. [Vigil testimony; Exhibit 1-6;
Exhibit 6-1 ]. Vigil viewed St. Germain's order as excessive because, even if M. had been harming
himself, he was not a threat to anyone. including himself, at the time St. Germain ordered his
subordinates to Tase M. [Vigil testimony]. Vigil disagreed that M. presented an imminent risk of physical
resistance. He pointed out that M.'s hands, contrary to St. Germain's assertion, were not clenched, and
he was not actively resisting a lawful command.
As stated in detail. below at section b .. St. Germain believed M. exhibited an imminent threat of
physical harm due to a variety of subjective feelings and inferences about M. 's posture. and demeanor,
few of which were borne out by objective evidence. The Agency proved this violation by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Obligation to de-escalate. D.O . 5011 .1L requires deputies to de-escalate the use of force "once the
legitimate function is achieved or the resistance has ceased," including "when a suspect is under control.
either through the application of physical restraint or the suspect's compliance." The Agency presented
no evidence that St. Germain failed to de-escalate the use of force against M. once he was under
control. No violation was established under this subsection of 0 .0 . 5011.1 L.
Not as punishment. D.O. 5011.1 L emphasizes that ''physical force will not be used as a
punishment, under any circumstances." [emphasis in the original]. The Agency presented scant
evidence that St. Germain ordered M. to be Tased as punishment for his failure to comply with his order
to be handcuffed and placed in a restraint chair, or for any other reason. St. Germain was credible in his
claim that he had no such intent to punish M., St. Germain sought only to prevent injury to M. and to his
officers. No violation was established under this subsection.
Duty to Report. Part of D.O. 5011.1 L requires officers to report use of force incidents in
accordance with department rules. The Agency failed to present any evidence that St. Germain failed to
comply with this subsection. He provided a report after the incident that appears to comply fully with this
requirement, [Exhibit 4]. thus no violation is established hereunder.
Self-defense. defense of another. D.O. 5011.1 L permits the use of force to defend oneself or
another in accordance with state law. Colorado Revised Statute (CRS) 18-1-704 permits physical force
to defend oneself or another "from what he reasonably believes to be the use or the imminent use of
unlawful physical force," and permits the degree of force "which he reasonably believes to be necessary
for that purpose."
Excessive force. Referring to state law, this subsection of D.O. 5011.1 L defines excessive force
as "physical force which exceeds the degree of physical force permitted pursuant to section 18-1-707...
Excessive force shall be presumed when a peace officer continues to apply physical force in excess of
the force permitted by section 18-1-707 to a person who has been rendered incapable of resisting
arrest." CRS 18-8-803 . Also, force which might otherwise be excessive is not excessive in a jail when
reasonably used to maintain order and discipline. CRS 18-1-703. It is unclear this section applies here.
Under CRS 18-1-707, the line between what is permissible force and what is excessive. is drawn at what
force is reasonably necessary to prevent an escape or to effect an arrest. Neither situation applies here.
The Agency presented no evidence pertaining to that element of the violation. thus no violation is found.
False reporting. The Agency did not present evidence that St. Germain presenting false information
in reporting the use of force.

Duty to report. This state law, referenced under 0.0. 5011.1 L, requires an officer who observes
another officer using excessive force to report it to a supervisor. CRS 18-8-802. This law is inapplicable
for the same reasons as stated above, i.e. the excessive force specified relates only to situations in
which the officer is preventing an escape or effecting an arrest.

b. D.O. 5014.11 - Use of Tasers.
The Agency's second department order referenced under 0 .0 . 300.19.1 was its order governing
the use of Tasers other electronic control devices. Use of force with these devices is permitted in
situations including: "quelling a disturbance, preventing escape, protecting the welfare of inmates, staff
and the public, and preventing extensive damage to property by inmates." 0 .0 . 5014.1 I also permits use
of a Taser "when an inmate in our custody physically resists a lawful order." [emphasis added). DO
5014.1 I emphasizes that "Electronic Control Devices will not be used... to effect compliance with
verbal commands where there is no physical threat" [emphasis in the original].
The bold-faced language of the Agency's Taser policy is the nucleus of the Agency's case. The
Agency claimed M. presented no physical threat at the time St. Germain ordered him to be Tased. St.
Germain disagreed. He testified he was familiar with the Taser policy and he did not violate it because
M . presented a physical threat in the following ways:
M . was rigid on the edge of the bench;
he refused to comply with orders;
M . had hit his head 96 times;
it felt like M. was going to come off the edge of the bunk [to fight with the deputies);
M. scooted foiward on the bench when St. Germain's team entered the cell;
it looked like he was building anger because he had some arm and hand movement, clenching,
breathing heavily; and
he had a tensed upper body.
St. Germain explained M. looked ready to fight his team based on: he was already fighting
himself, and I felt he just wanted to continue [injuring himself]. [St. Germain testimony].
When asked on another occasion why he felt M. presented an imminent threat of physical harm, St.
Germain answered "the way he was postured on the bunk; he was balled up inside, his chest was just
tight, his face. He'd just banged his head many times. I was thoroughly convinced whatever fight was
going on in him was not over." St. Germain added M. posed a physical threat because: he had done
harm to himself and it was ongoing; his posture; the way he was acting before he was Tased; the threat
of harm to the officers present; and M. had a lot of anger. [St. Germain testimony].
St. Germain claimed one justification for ordering the use of Tasers was because M. had been
banging his head against the wall for 30 minutes, so that he (St. Germain) was obligated to stop and to
treat M's prolonged self-inflicted injury. However, St. Germain testified that, at the time he entered M's
cell , he was not aware M. had been doing so. Specifically:
Q : Did you know that this banging of head was going on for some time?
A : No, I didn't.
Q , Just from what you learned from [other deputies) did you know that it had been going
on for some time?
A: I didn't.
St. Germain's acknowledgement, while forthright, undermines one justification for Tasing M. - in
order to stop his prolonged self-inflicted injury. That leaves only the justifications of "physical
resist[ance to] a lawful order" or "to effect compliance with a verbal command where there is a physical
threat." St. Germain's description of physical threat by M. immediately prior to his Tasing order were
highly subjective, including "he had a lot of anger," that he was "balled up inside, his chest was just

tight [and also) his face]. The Agency is justified in requiring a substantially more objective assessment
of "physical resistance" and "physical threat." If the Agency permitted Tasing whenever an officer
believes an inmate is balled up inside, or when he senses torso tenseness (even though M. was
wrapped in a suicide vest), then the decision whether to use substantial force becomes subjective to
the officer, rather than based on objective criteria. [See, e.g. in re Strauch, CSA 40-13 (3/13/14), In re
Lovingier, CSA 48-13 (4/7/14), In re Valerio, CSA 22-14 (9/22/14). Such subjective decision-making
would certainly expose the Agency to excessive force claims, an outcome the Agency is not required to
endure.
St. Germain also claimed the use of a Taser posed the least risk of harm of the various use of
force options. He testified, without rebuttal, that among the available use of force options, the Taser
option carried the lowest likelihood of harm to the inmate or to officers compared with the options
suggested by Vigil and Wilson. Those included pain holds (OPMs), pepper spray (QC), batons, or a
shield. Romero supported St. Germain's view of the force options. Romero testified he had been
involved in prior incidents of use of force including the use of a shield. The usual course of action is for
a group of officers to use the shield to plow an inmate into the wall to pin him there, then each officer
secures a pre-assigned limb. He said either the inmate or an officer is often injured. [Romero
testimony). Horner also supported St. Germain's decision, but he acknowledged M. posed no active
physical threat or resistance when St. Germain ordered the deputies to cycle their Tasers. He also
acknowledged he was focused on the general use of force policy and the totality of the circumstances
and not the Agency's Taser policy when he exonerated St. Germain. [Homer testimony; Horner crossexam].
St. Germain offered Sgt. James Szumowski as an expert in Taser training. Before this hearing,
he had never offered an opinion as to whether the use of a Taser violated the Agency's Taser policy.
[Szumowski testimony). He found St. Germain's use of Tasers against M. complied with the Agency's
policy based on M. 's head-banging, refusal to stop and refusal to comply with St. Germain's order.
[Exhibit HH].
When cross-examined about his report, Szumowski hesitated at length before answering whether
M. presented a physical threat to officers in the cell. He stated "by his body language there could have
been a threat." Asked specifically if M. was physically resisting, Szumowski struggled before
answering "yes, because he's sitting on the bench, and not complying with orders ... he's physically not
doing what he's being told, just by sitting there, the way he was sitting. So. in my eyes, he's physically
resisting a lawful order." The video of the intervention in M.' cell was played, [Exhibit 7), then
Szumowski was asked if, prior to being Tased, M. was physically resisting. Szumowski answered "by
him sitting there and not following verbal commands, yes, he's, 'cause he's still sitting there, he's
physically sitting there, not doing what he's being told to do." He also stated M. posed an imminent
threat of physical harm because "to me, with him sitting on the edge of the bunk, to me he could be a
threat, 'cause you don't know when he could jump up and come at you." This interpretation of the
Agency's Taser policy is patently unreasonable.
In the end, St. Germain ordered M. to be Tased after his non-physical refusal to obey an order.
That constitutes a violation of the Agency's Taser policy.
Accountability. Under §11 A. of the Agency's Taser policy, [Exhibit 5-8), every officer is
responsible to be familiar with the Taser policy. St. Germain testified he was familiar with its provisions
and the Agency failed to prove he was not.
Supervisor responsibility. Under§ 11C. of the Agency's Taser policy, every supervisor is
responsible to ensure subordinates comply with the Taser policy. The use of a Taser against M. was
unjustified under this D.O. 501411. Consequently, St. Germain's order for two deputies to cycle their
Tasers at M. was unjustified under this subsection.

c. R.R. 300.22 - Inappropriate Force.
In pertinent part, this rule prohibits officers from using inappropriate force in dealing with a
prisoner. The term "inappropriate force" is not defined within the rule.
Vigil determined St. Germain violated this rule by violating the Agency's Taser policy and use of
force policy. Since both those rules were addressed above, this rule is cumulative in the context of this
case.

V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE
The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible. Appointing authorities are
directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the offense, an employee's past record, and the
penalty most likely to achieve compliance with the rules. CSR§ 16-20.
A. Seriousness of the proven offenses

The mission of the Agency, and most important duty for its officers, is the care and custody of
inmates. That mission and duty include the obligation to protect inmates from harming themselves.
However, the use of force in excess of the minimum required to accomplish that duty and the Agency's
mission.
This use of force case is unusual in that St Germain chose to use force on an inmate as a tactical
response to his rational perception of the circumstances, instead of as an emotional outburst in response
to a perceived affront. That he was mistaken about the limitations of the use of force policy as it pertains
to Tasers was a likely factor in making this a suspension instead of a termination.
B. Prior Record

St. Germain ordered subordinates only one other time to use a Taser, when an inmate
aggressively attacked an officer, and that Taser use was deemed appropriate. The scarcity of his Taser
use indicates St. Germain does not readily resort to the use of a Taser to deal with uncooperative
inmates.
St. Germain recalled being disciplined only one other time, a reprimand in 1985. His record must
be considered exemplary.

C. Likelihood of Reform
Vigil considered this factor was significant in his determination to double the presumptive penalty
of a five-day suspension to ten days. The most significant factor for Vigil was St. Germain's insistence
that, given the same circumstances, he would order lasing again.

VI. STANDARD OF REVIEW REGARDING THE DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE
I review the Agency's determination of each violation by a preponderance standard, meaning
whether it was more likely than not that St. Germain violated the rule at issue. However, having found
the Agency established at least one rule violation, I am required to review its election to impose a 10-day
suspension under a more deferential standard, that being whether the discipline imposed was within the
range of alternatives available to a reasonable and prudent administrator. In re Economakos, CSB 2813A. 2 (3/24/14).
To that end, Vigil followed the Agency's disciplinary matrix in establishing the presumptive penalty
for the violation was five days. He found St. Germain's excellent record was outweighed by his
determination to repeat the same conduct under the same or similar circumstances.

After listening to and observing Sgt. St. Germain at hearing, I find he conducted himself with
integrity and concern for the welfare of his subordinates and for the inmate. Nonetheless, the Agency's
Taser policy is unambiguous, and the Agency established St. Germain acted outside its limitations. Even
after being re-acquainted with the limitations of the Taser policy, St. Germain in essence said he would
do it all over again. Thus, Vigil did not act imprudently or unreasonably in electing to increase the
presumptive penalty, and he met the directives of CSR 16-20 to weigh fairly the seriousness of the
proven violations , St. Germain's prior record, and the likelihood of his reform.
Based upon the witnesses' widely disparate testimony concerning the Agency's Taser policy, there
is an evident disconnect between what many deputies and even command staff believe is the
permissible use of a Taser, (e.g. St. Germain, Romero, Szumowski, Horner, Gale, see also Johnson
statement @ Exhibit 4-2), and what the Agency requires. That disconnect presents an opportunity for
discussion and training.

VII. ORDER
The Agency's ten-day suspension of Sgt. St. Germain, assessed on April 10, 2014, is AFFIRMED.

DONE November 7, 2014.
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Cl,..

Bruce A. Plotkin
Career Service Hearing Officer
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW
You may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision, in accordance with
the requirements of CSR§ 19-60 et seq., within fifteen calendar days after the date of mailing of
the Hearing Officer's decision, as stated in the decision's certificate of delivery. The Career
Service Rules are available as a link at www.denverqov.org/csa.

All petitions for review must be filed with the:
Career Service Board
c/o OHR Executive Director's Office
th
201 W . Colfax Avenue, Dept. 412, 4 Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5720
EMAIL: CareerServiceBoardAppeals@denvergov.org

AND
Career Service Hearing Office
st
201 W. Colfax, 1 Floor
Denver. CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5995
EMAIL: CSAHearings@denvergov. org.
AND
Opposing parties or their representatives, if any.
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